2020 CATALOG SUPPLEMENT

NYS-approved to meet state & local government purchasing needs

SHOP OUR ONLINE CATALOG: SHOP.NYSID.ORG
Here are the latest products, plus updated information, to complement your 2019 NYSID Catalog.

LET NYSID BE YOUR NO-BID PURCHASING SOLUTION:

ORDERING IS EASY!

Purchase from the NYSID website:
SHOP.NYSID.ORG

Call Customer Service to place your order:
800.221.5994 ext. 291

Email your order:
customerservice@nysid.org

Fax your purchase order:
518.455.0391

Find our items on the NYS eMarketplace

Purchasing That Empowers Employment

NYSID (New York State Industries for the Disabled, Inc.) satisfies the procurement needs of government agencies through OGS-approved goods, from custom apparel products to cleaning and office supplies. All NYSID items are produced by New Yorkers with disabilities at our Member Agency facilities throughout New York State.

A designated facilitator of New York’s Preferred Source Program, NYSID advances employment and other opportunities for individuals with disabilities. Learn more about NYSID at www.nysid.org.

Pictured on front cover: Jimmy Dee (background) and Isaiah Jameison print T-shirts at The Arc of Steuben in Bath/Steuben County.
**APPAREL**

**65% Cotton/35% Poly Blend Industrial Jumpsuit** | A2560

This industrial finish short sleeve jumpsuit is made from a 65% cotton/35% polyester blend. It features a left breast pocket, solid brass, nickel-plated snap closure, hemmed sleeves and bottoms, 3-needle felling stitching, bar tacks to reinforce stress points and a true expansion waistband. Style # Bob Barker Tristitch® Jumpsuit. Available in chocolate brown, green, hot pink, khaki, lime green, medium gray, navy, orange, red, white, and yellow, in sizes Small - 10XL.

**Reusable Shopping Bag** | A2651

This bag, made of 100% Ripstop Nylon, folds itself for easy storage. The folded pouch measures 5” x 6”, and the bag measures 18” x 21”. Style # Liberty Bags 1500. Available in black, moss, red, and royal.

**HAIX® Airpower® XR2 Winter Boots**

Men’s boots | A2540
Women’s boots | A2548

These boots are a customer favorite for EMS and station workers. NFPA certified for emergency medical operations, and certified to ASTM F 2413 and CAN/CSA-Z195 for toe protection, puncture, and electrical hazards. The newly developed rubber winter sole is extremely slip-resistant on ice and snow. The thicker HAIX® leather, the CROSSTECH® inner liner, and the built-in climate system all work in tandem to keep your feet dry and comfortable, no matter how much the temperature drops outside. Style # HAIX® 605122 (men’s), 605123 (women’s).

Available in black. Men’s sizes 7-15 (half sizes to 14.5 inclusive) medium, wide & extra-wide. Women’s sizes 5-10 (half sizes to 9.5 inclusive) medium, wide & extra-wide.

**HAIX® Black Eagle® Safety 55 Mid Side-Zip Boots**

Men’s boots | A2505
Women’s boots | A2506

The HAIX® Black Eagle® Safety 55 Mid Side-Zip boots take comfort and safety protection to a new level. Extremely lightweight, with a handy side-zip feature that allows you to get your boots on or off in a matter of seconds. Front laced work boots for a custom fit. ASTM certified toe and puncture protection. Metal-free features for certified electrical hazard boots. 5” high boots offer the HAIX® Vario Wide Fit System for a more individualized fit. Boot fit can be adjusted by using an alternate insole for a more narrow fit, moderate fit, or wider fit. Style # HAIX® 620012 (men’s), 620013 (women’s).

Available in black. Men’s sizes 4 - 16 (half sizes to 15.5 inclusive) medium, wide & extra-wide. Women’s sizes 5 - 12 (half sizes to 11.5 inclusive) medium, wide & extra-wide.
4-IN-1 PATROL DUTY JACKET W/REFLECTIVE LOGO | A2684

An adaptable design jacket popular with law enforcement professionals, comprised of a high performance rain shell and a removable fleece liner that can be worn separately or together. Waterproof, breathable, all-weather comfort jacket with a high performance rain shell features: double storm flaps, a removable hood, side zippers for ventilation and access to sidearm, a Ready Pocket™ on the chest, badge tabs at left chest, a removable ID panel on the back, mic clips at the shoulders, and double storm flaps. Style # 5.11 Tactical® 48027. Available in black, dark navy, and sheriff green, in sizes Small - 6XL.

LEADER SOFT SHELL JACKET

Men's jacket | A2588
Women's jacket | A2589

Wind- and water-resistant jacket with a three-layer breathable soft shell is 8.8 oz., and made from 94% polyester and 6% spandex. This jacket features a center front dyed-to-match reverse coil zipper with a semi auto-lock rubber pull-tab and chin guard, zippered front welt pockets, open hem cuffs, double-needle stitching at hem and cuffs, and an open hem with a drop back bottom. Style # Team 365 TT80 (men's), TT80W (women's).

Available in black, sport athletic gold, sport burnt orange, sport charity pink, sport dark brown, sport dark green, sport dark maroon, sport dark navy, sport forest, sport kelly, sport light blue, sport maroon, sport orange, sport purple, sport scarlet red, sport red, sport royal, sport silver, sport Vegas gold, and white. Men's sizes Small - 4XL, women's sizes Small - 3XL.

TACSHELL® JACKET WITH ZIP-IN FLEECE LINER AND REFLECTIVE LETTERING | A2516

The waterproof, windproof and breathable membrane of the B.Dry® fabric keeps you warm, dry and comfortable, indoors and out. Waterproof enough to use as raingear but breathable enough to wear in spring and fall as a windbreaker. The stretch nylon outer shell is designed for quiet and lightweight comfort. Features a drop shoulder design and articulated elbows for unrestricted movement, multiple pocket configuration, customizable pull-down panels hidden under front and rear yokes, a hidden Napoleon pocket on the left chest under the storm flap, built-in pockets on both sleeves for storage and a portable waterproof hood that rolls neatly into the collar.

The jacket features a drop shoulder design for unrestricted movement, fleece-lined hand warmer pockets with zipper, zippered side openings with snap closures, elasticized cuffs and waistband, a zipper that extends to top of collar for excellent wind protection and microphone tabs. The softshell zip-in liner offers 3-in-1 flexibility. Lightweight fleece-lined design provides superior warmth and wind resistance. Style# Blauer 9820-60, Zip-In Softshell Fleece Jacket, #4660.

Inner fleece and outer jacket are each available in black, brown, dark navy, and OD green, in sizes Extra Small - 6XL in Short, Regular, and Tall.

FLEECE-LINED V-NECK SWEATER WITH SEWN-ON PATCHES | A2557

Fleece-lined V-neck commando style sweater has a wind resistant and quick drying inner fleece layer, with a hard-wearing low pill exterior. High-performance blend of 57% polyester, 38% worsted wool, 15% low pill acrylic, and 100% polyester fleece is comfortable, durable, and machine washable. This sweater features a badge tab, name tab, epaulets, two sewn patches (supplied by customer), rugged warm rib and traditional knit, and color-matched dobbny nylon shoulder and elbow patches. Style # Blauer® 225.

Available in black and dark navy in sizes Extra Small - 6XL, Tall sizes inclusive.
LADIES’ COTTON V-NECK T-SHIRT | A2398
Ladies’ 5.3 oz., 100% cotton t-shirt features ½” mitered V-neck collar, missy contoured silhouette with sideseam, taped neck and shoulders, a satin label, cap sleeve and double-needle sleeve and bottom hem. Style # Gildan G500VL. Available in azalea, black, charcoal, coral silk, cornsilk, graphite heather, heather navy, heliconia, heather orchid, irish green, lime, navy, purple, red, royal, sapphire, sport gray (90% cotton/10% poly), and white in sizes Small - 3XL.

MEN’S POLYESTER ZONE PERFORMANCE T-SHIRT | A2645
Men’s 3.8 oz./yd.² / 130 gsm t-shirts are 100% polyester interlock with moisture-wicking and UV protection performance. These t-shirts feature a team fit, heat-sealed label, and cationic dyes to ensure superior brightness and excellent color fastness. Style # Team 365 TT11.
Available in acid green, black, desert khaki, sport athletic gold, safety yellow, sport burnt orange, sport charity pink, sport dark brown, sport dark green, sport dark maroon, sport dark navy, sport forest, sport graphite, sport kelly, sport light blue, sport maroon, sport orange, sport purple, sport red, sport royal, sport scarlet red, sport silver, sport Vegas gold, and white, in sizes Small - 4XL.

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE V-NECK T-SHIRT | A2533
Women’s 92% polyester/8% spandex moisture-wicking, V-neck t-shirt features a heat sealed label, ladies’ fit, and raglan sleeves. Style # Augusta Sportswear® 1330. Available in black, Columbia blue, graphite, lime, navy, power blue, power pink, power yellow, purple, red, royal, and white in sizes Small - 2XL.

MEN’S BOXERS | A2547
Men’s solid color poly/cotton boxer shorts, with a fly front and elastic waistband for added room and comfort. Style # Bob Barker® EBXWHE. Available in brown, orange, and white in sizes Medium - 2XL.

YOUR PURCHASES MAKE A DIFFERENCE: JOBS!

“If I didn’t have this job I would be at square one, struggling on public assistance.”

FAIDA BASKIN,
FEDCAP REHABILITATION SERVICES
HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

SUPERSORB™ XL BARIATRIC 36” X 51” DISPOSABLE UNDERPAD | C3506
Attends® Bariatric Underpad addresses the growing need for products designed specifically for individuals whose weight can cause excessive pressure on the bladder, resulting in heavy to severe incontinence. The pads have a Dry-Lock® Containment Core and soft, cloth-like, breathable fabric. The breathable backing allows for use on a low-airflow mattress. These pads also allow for repositioning up to 400 pounds. Mfg. # Attends® ASBXL.

QUICKCLOT® HEMOSTATIC AGENT BANDAGE REFILL KIT | C3740
QuikClot® hemostatic agent bandage refill kit, to replace used or expired hemostatic agents.
• Fast and Effective - promotes clotting within minutes of application
• Nonallergenic - no shellfish, human, or animal proteins
• Intuitive - familiar and easy-to-use format; conforms readily to wound site
• Efficient & Valuable - less expensive than protein-based products; stops bleeding faster than standard gauze

CUTIES® PREMIUM INFANT WIPES | C3438
Unscented, hypoallergenic, and made with Tri-Form™ fabric - a unique thick 3-layer wipe specially designed so that the outer two layers are quilted and cotton enhanced for exceptional cleansing while being gentle on baby’s skin. Measuring 6.7” x 7.7”, these wipes are right-sized to fully fit hands to ensure excellent protection and cleansing. The inner layer is strong and thick to prevent tearing or stretching, thus keeping your hands clean. Mfg. First Quality® Cuties® # CR-16413/3.

YOUR PURCHASES MAKE A DIFFERENCE: JOBS!

“MY DREAM JOB WOULD BE THIS JOB RIGHT HERE.”
-GARY SOULE, THE ARC OF CHEMUNG
MRO (MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND OPERATIONS)

WASHABLE MICROFIBER CLOTHS | D4013

16” x 16” microfiber cloths are edge stitched for long life. Use with water or use dry; no need for hazardous chemicals. Washable and reusable. Instantly locks onto contaminants and allergens like dust, pollen, dander, and more. High quality product, thicker and more absorbent than most microfiber cloths, with over 300GSM (grams per square meter) per cloth. Dries and polishes to a dust-free, streak-free, and lint-free finish. Long-lasting, extremely durable and resilient. Can be washed up to 500 times. (Do not use fabric softener when washing as this clogs the cloth and reduces its effectiveness.)

- Highly-absorbent - can hold up to 7 times its weight in liquids.
- Limitless utility - household chores, auto detailing, and even personal use.
- Non-abrasive - safe to use on stainless steel, crystal, and cars.
- Multi-functional - use wet for tough cleaning jobs or dry for dusting.
- Effortless cleaning - unlike cotton, which pushes dirt and dust in small piles, microfiber actually lifts and traps the particles. Tiny microfibers get into cracks and crevices to get those hard to reach spots.
- Eco-friendly - reduces water usage, reducing the need for cleaning chemicals and paper towels.

BAMBOOEE® WASHABLE BAMBOO TOWEL | D4422

Durable, super absorbent, and machine washable: Bambooe® is stronger, more absorbent and more durable than regular paper towels. Great for scrubbing and soaking everything from spills, stains, to sticky/greasy dirt. Works on walls, counter tops, desks, floors, machinery, windows, even cars and trucks. 30 sheets on a roll x 100 machine washes per sheet = up to 3,000 uses per roll.

NU-WAX FLOOR FINISH & CLEANER | D4498

A proprietary polymer/detergent blend, formulated to both clean and maintain today’s new age flooring materials, including PVS sheet flooring, rubber, linoleum, and stone. Nu-Wax dissolves away tough dirt and grime while leaving a thin, protective, slightly glossy, polymer film on the floor.

PERFECTO 7 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER/DEGREASER | D4527

Concentrated cleaner formulated to clean floors, walls, woodwork, chrome, porcelain, and stainless steel. Makes routine floor maintenance quick and easy, and leaves behind a fresh lavender scent. Use in commercial settings such as schools, daycare centers, office buildings, supermarkets, restaurants, hospitals, and long-term care facilities. Perfecto 7’s neutral pH will not harm or dull floor finishes, but its unique detergent action quickly emulsifies and suspends grease and grime. Foam levels are low for fast pickup in vacuums and auto scrubber tanks.

- Multi-function/all-purpose cleaner concentrate
- Rinse-free
- Popular lavender fragrance
- No VOCs (% by weight-EPA Method 24)

ITEMS WITH THIS SYMBOL ARE APPROVED BY NYS AS NYSID PREFERRED SOURCE COMMODITIES.
**PROCUP™ BAGLESS UPRIGHT VACUUM, W/ON-BOARD TOOLS | D4718**

Powerful suction with ready-to-use attachments easily removes dirt from every nook and corner. Clean a variety of surfaces: bare floors, high carpets, even upholstered furniture; easily remove dirt from every nook and corner. The extension wand, long power cord, and five surface height settings make cleaning thoroughly convenient, while the lightweight design makes transporting from room to room easy.

- 13.5" cleaning path
- Lightweight - 11.25 lbs. without cord
- Carry handle
- 5-Position height adjustment
- 8 Amp
- 3-Stage filtration
- 30 ft. cord

Unit dimensions: 12"L x 13.5"W x 41.25"H. On-board attachments include crevice tool, a combination dusting brush/upholstery tool, and extension wand. Attachments store in back of vacuum. Model # Bissell® BGU1937T.

**ALCOHOL-FREE HAND SANITIZER FOAM, PUMP BOTTLE | D4099**

Hand sanitizer foam in a 535 mL countertop pump bottle. The alcohol-free formulation kills 99.99% of most common germs that may cause illness. Safe, effective, and non-irritating dye, and fragrance-free, compatible with vinyl, nitrile, and latex gloves.

**YOUR PURCHASES MAKE A DIFFERENCE: JOBS!**

I AM

EQUAL.
RELIABLE.
ABLE.
PRODUCTIVE.
INDEPENDENT.

Michael Robinson works for American Maintenance in Babylon/Suffolk County.
LIGHTS: ARK LED MAGNETIC RETROFIT KITS

ARK lighting magnetic LED retrofit strip kits are a long-lasting and money-saving solution that retrofits traditional fluorescent fixtures and ballasts. These kits offer high efficiency, eco-friendly, and simple magnetic installation. Environmentally preferable LED lighting, unlike fluorescent lights, contain no mercury. Replace both the existing fluorescent bulbs and the ballast. The special thermally conductive magnet attaches the kit both physically and thermally to the troffer, becoming an actual component of the fixture, truly making it an LED fixture, as opposed to many other solutions that simply hang some sort of LED light component inside the troffer box. The entire body of the troffer becomes the heat sink for the LEDs, making them operate extremely cool, which dramatically extends their lifespan.

Use in offices, lobbies, hallways, schools, municipalities, libraries, airports, healthcare facilities, and other places where existing fluorescent troffers are used. U-Bend Fluorescent replacements.

• Universal Input at 100-277Vac
• 3000 - 5000K CCT
• >80 CRI
• > 130 lumens per watt
• Clear or Frosted Lens
• 5-Year Warranty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2 Feet</th>
<th>4 Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Bulb</td>
<td>D4931**, 8W</td>
<td>D4932*, 12 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D4939*, 18 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Bulbs</td>
<td>D4933***, 16 W</td>
<td>D4934***, 24 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D4940***, 36 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Bulbs</td>
<td>D4935***, 24 W</td>
<td>D4936***, 36 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D4941***, 54 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Bulbs</td>
<td>D4937***, 32 W</td>
<td>D4938***, 48 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D4942***, 72 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* UL Classified   ** UL Classified, RoHS Compliant   *** UL Classified, RoHS Compliant, DLC Premium Listed
**51” ABS PLASTIC LEAF RAKE | D4126 [Image]**

Tine leaf rake made from durable ABS plastic, with a 51” yellow fiberglass handle. Rake head measures 25” wide x 19” long, with an overall tool length of 70”.

**57” STEEL TINE BOW RAKE | D4125 [Image]**

16” wide steel tine bow rake with a 57” yellow fiberglass handle. Overall tool length is 66”. Commonly used for leveling dirt, sand, and other materials that are heavier than leaves.

**40” ABS SCOOP SNOW PUSHER WITH D-GRIP HANDLE | D4128 [Image]**

24” x 10 ¾” black ABS pusher and a 40” yellow fiberglass handle with a D-grip. The overall tool length is 53”. The super tough, polypropylene D-grip provides excellent control while pushing snow out of the way.

**40” ABS SCOOP SNOW SHOVEL WITH D-GRIP HANDLE | D4127 [Image]**

19” x 12 ⅝” black ABS scoop, and a 40” yellow fiberglass handle with a D-grip. The overall tool length is 52”. The wide 19” scoop makes plowing through snow a breeze.

---

**YOUR PURCHASES MAKE A DIFFERENCE: JOBS!**

“IF I DIDN’T HAVE THIS JOB I WOULD GO TO DAY HAB AND NOT MAKE MONEY. WORKING HERE IS BETTER FOR ME.”

WILLIAM ABARE, MOUNTAIN LAKE SERVICES
SAFETY

HALO™ SEE & BE SEEN KITS | A2697
Cord-free HALO™ 360° Personal Safety and Task Light. Attaches to any standard hard hat and produces a ring of light around the wearer, enabling them to see and be seen in all directions, at all times. Manufactured by ILLUMAGEAR®.

- Lightweight and cordless
- Visible over one quarter of a mile away in all directions at all times
- Powerful flood task lighting to the visual periphery for improved work efficiency
- Connects securely to any standard hard hat without invalidating the ANSI rating
- Built tough to survive in rough work environments
- Four light modes: Halo, HI-Alert, Task, Dim
- Rechargeable battery runtime of 5½ - 34 hrs. (mode dependent)
- IP Rating of 67 to protect against dust, dirt, and water
- Easy single button functionality

36" POST SHUR-CURB® TRAFFIC SEPARATOR | G7559
Made from the patented Shur-Flex® durable thermoplastic composition, designed to last years in the field. Features the proven Sq2Rd insert, a sturdy, non-metallic, one component piece that holds up to the rigors of roadway abuse. The 40” curb section can be bolted or epoxied to the road surface. Each 36” round top delineator post is self-righting and designed to withstand multiple impacts omni-directionally. A long lasting, extremely durable product requiring little field maintenance.

Contains 25 each delineator posts and curb sections, ¾” x 3” pins with ring and detent ball, Shur-Flex® Sq2Rd inserts, 3” x 8” Orafol white AR1000 reflective wraps, flange bolts & lock nuts, and lag bolts with washer and nylon plug.

POST SHUR-FLEX® SURFACE MOUNT DELINEATORS
36” | G7558
48” | G7557
Multiple hit, self-righting, and omni-directional impact design. Features the proven Sq2Rd insert, a sturdy, non-metallic, one component piece that holds up to the rigors of roadway abuse. A long lasting, extremely durable product that requires little field maintenance. Each round delineator post, with slope base, is ideal for mounting on headwalls while the low profile design is less damaging to vehicles.

Contains 25 round delineator posts and 25 surface mount bases with ⅜” L-pins, Shur-Flex® Sq2Rd inserts, 3” x 8” Orafol white AR1000 reflective wraps, flange bolts & lock nuts, and lag bolts with washer and nylon plug.

NO-BID NYSID PURCHASING SAVES YOU TIME!
Prices are preset by the NYS Office of General Services, free from the time-consuming bidding process.
SHOP.NYSID.ORG
The American College of Surgeons (ACS) Premium Personal Bleeding Control kit is designed to provide life-saving tools to quickly treat an individual with a bleeding emergency. Stop the Bleed® Trauma Kits are endorsed by the ACS and the Hartford Consensus.

Contains a C-A-T™ tourniquet, QuikClot® Combat Gauze LE™ Z-Fold (3" wide x 4 yards), an H&H mini compression bandage, a mini Sharpie™ marker, a pair of protective gloves, an ACS insert and an ACS booklet in a sewn, zippered bag.

Contains a C-A-T™ tourniquet, CELOX™ hemostatic gauze, a pair of nitrile gloves, 6" Israeli bandage, 7.5" trauma shears and a black Sharpie™ in an 8" x 12" poly bag.

SHOP ONLINE FOR THE QUICKEST SERVICE: SHOP.NYSID.ORG

YOUR PURCHASES MAKE A DIFFERENCE: JOBS!

“If I didn’t have this job I would be sad and not have the pride I have in myself from all my accomplishments.”

Katie Tung,
Jawonio, Inc.
DISCONTINUED PRODUCTS

APPAREL
Vest, Hi Vis Safety, ANSI Class 2
A1847

FOOD SERVICE PRODUCTS
Disposable Lightweight Cutlery
B2920 - B2923

HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
Prevail® Air Permeable Disposable Underpad, 32” x 36”
C3475
Classroom Version Jamboxx
G7534

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR & OPERATIONS
GYM DANDY Floor Finish
D4499
Enviro-Care Concrete Sealer
D4509
Enviro-Care Concrete Sealer
D4657
Odor Counteractant
D4669

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Correction Tape
E5399
Alkaline AAA Batteries
E5800-0AAA-002
E5800-0AAA-016
E5800-0AAA-018
Alkaline AA Batteries
E5801-00AA-016
Alkaline C Cell Batteries
E5802-000C-006
Alkaline D Cell Batteries
E5803-000D-006
Alkaline 9V Batteries
E5804-009V-002

YOUR PURCHASES MAKE A DIFFERENCE: JOBS!

“If I didn’t have this job I would be unhappy. I work here. I like to be here.”

Sandra DeMidio, The Arc Otsego
YOUR PURCHASES MAKE A DIFFERENCE: JOBS!

DISABILITY DOES NOT MEAN INABILITY

Peter Dunton works in the custom molding operation at Coarc in Middletown/Columbia County.
IMPORTANT SHIPPING INFORMATION

WAREHOUSE ITEMS:
• These items will ship directly from NYSID’s central distribution center.
• Special delivery requests, such as inside delivery or lift gate, must be included on your order and may be subject to additional charges.

NON-WAREHOUSE ITEMS:
• Products listed without the warehouse symbol will ship directly from a NYSID member agency.
• Shipping minimum for each item is indicated in the product description [dozen, case, dollar amount].
• Delivery charges will be added to your NYSID invoice for any orders which do not meet assigned minimums as listed per item.

NYSID SFS VENDOR NUMBER: 10000001252

NO-BID NYSID PURCHASING SAVES YOU TIME!

Prices are preset by the NYS Office of General Services, free from the time-consuming bidding process.

SHOP.NYSID.ORG
800.221.5994 | FAX: 518.455.0391

Pictured on back cover: Noah Prior manufactures binders at The Arc Jefferson-St. Lawrence in Watertown, Jefferson County.
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SHOP OUR ONLINE CATALOG: SHOP.NYSID.ORG